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Explicit and Implicit Schema Information on the Linked
Open Data Cloud: Joined Forces or Antagonists?
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University of Koblenz-Landau

56070 Koblenz, Germany
{gottron,mknauf,schegi,scherp}@uni-koblenz.de

Abstract Schema information about resources in the Linked Open Data (LOD)
cloud can be provided in a twofold way: it can be explicitly defined by attach-
ing RDF types to the resources. Or it is provided implicitly via the definition of
the resources’ properties. In this paper, we analyze the correlation between the
two sources of schema information. To this end, we have extracted schema in-
formation regarding the types and properties defined in two datasets of different
size. One dataset is a LOD crawl from TimBL’s FOAF profile (11 Mio. triple)
and the second is an extract from the Billion Triples Challenge 2011 dataset (500
Mio. triple). We have conducted an in depth analysis and have computed various
entropy measures as well as the mutual information encoded in this two manifes-
tations of schema information. Our analysis provides insights into the information
encoded in the different schema characteristics. It shows that a schema based on
either types or properties alone will capture only about 75% of the information
contained in the data. From these observations, we derive conclusions about the
design of future schemas for LOD.

1 Introduction

Schematic information about semantic data on the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud is
given in a twofold way: explicitly by providing the type of a resource and implicitly
via the definition of its properties. These two manifestation of schematic information
are to a certain extent redundant, i.e., certain resource types entail typical properties
and certain properties occur mainly in the context of particular types. For instance,
we would expect a resource of type foaf:Person to have the properties foaf:name or
foaf:age. Likewise, we can assume a resource with the property skos:prefLabel to be
of type skos:Concept.

Schematic information over LOD is used for various purposes, such as indexing [8],
data analytics [9], query optimization [10] or type prediction. Thus, it is an important
question to which degree explicit and implicit schema information is correlated, i.e., to
which extend the use of RDF types and properties appear together to describe resources.
A high correlation of explicit and implicit schema information corresponds to redundant
information – a fact which can be exploited, for instance, when indexing the LOD
cloud and providing a central lookup table for LOD sources. One application in this
context is the opportunity to compress a schema based index for LOD as motivated and
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requested by Neumann and Weikum [11]. More even, it is of interest, which schematic
information actually needs to be extracted from the Linked Open Data cloud and which
information might be inferred1. This leads us to the overall question to which extent the
explicit schema information provided by RDF types coincides with the implicit schema
information of the properties used in the LOD cloud. A fundamental prerequisite to
answer this question is the availability of a reliable schema extracted from the LOD
cloud that takes into account both explicit and implicit schema information. With our
SchemEX approach [8,7], we can compute such a schema for huge amounts of RDF
triples in an efficient manner. Thus, the SchemEX schema can be used to investigate the
degree of correlation between RDF types and properties.

As the discussion of the related work in the subsequent section shows, such an in-
vestigation as presented in this paper has—to the best of our knowledge—not been done
before. We will briefly introduce our SchemEX approach in Section 3, as it forms the
basis for deriving a schema from LOD cloud data. In Section 4, we introduce a prob-
abilistic schema distribution model. Based on this model, we identify different metrics
that will be computed on the SchemEX schema. The metrics comprise different types
of entropy as well as the mutual information. In Section 5, we describe the datasets for
our analysis as well as the computation of the metrics. The results of our investigation
are shown in Section 6. We discuss the results in Section 7 and draw some conclusions
regarding implications for future LOD schema. In summary, we can say that about 75%
of the properties and the types used in the LOD cloud are correlated. Thus, a schema
for LOD should not be build on either explicit or implicit schema information only and
should ideally be composed of a mixture of both. In addition, we can say that there are
several highly related sets of RDF types and sets of properties, allowing a prediction
from one to the other and vice versa.

2 Related Work

One application where schematic information can be of value is query optimization.
Neumann and Moerkotte [10] employ so-called characteristic sets, which basically
classify RDF resources by the correlation of their (outgoing) predicate links. Knowl-
edge about these sets allows for quite precise estimates of the result cardinality of join
operations. Further insights into the correlation between properties in an RDF graph
were not necessary. Neither were explicit schema information provided in form of RDF
types considered. A similar approach is presented by Maduko et al. [9]. Here the focus
was on efficient approaches to estimate subgraph frequencies in a collection of con-
nected graphs or a graph database. Also these subgraph frequencies could be used to
determine the cardinality of intermediate join results during query optimizations. In [4]
Harth et al. propose an approximative approach to optimize queries over multiple dis-
tributed LOD sources. They estimate an index structure (a QTree) over the sources,
which is used to determine the contribution to the query results of the single sources.

Several tools aim at providing statistics for the LOD cloud. LODStats [2] is a tool
and framework for computing 32 different statistics on Linked Open Data such as those

1 Inference here can be realized in both ways: semantically or statistically.
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covered by the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) [1]. The tool provides de-
scriptive statistics such as the frequencies of property usage and datatype usages, the
average length of literals, or counting the number of namespaces appearing at the sub-
ject URI position [2]. LODStats operates on a single triple pattern, i.e., it does not
provide statistics of, e.g., star patterns or other (arbitrary) graph patterns. However, it
covers more complex schema-level characteristics like the RDFS subclass hierarchy
depth [2]. Overall, analysis of the correlating use of different properties, RDF types,
or the common appearance of properties and types like we investigate is out of scope.
Also make-void2 computes VoID-statistics for a given RDF file. These statistics usually
contain information about the total number of triples, classes, properties, instances for
each class, the uses of each property and the number of triples that link a subject on
one domain to an object on another domain. Another framework for statistic genera-
tion on RDF data is RDFStats3. In contrast to make-void, RDFStats can also operate on
SPARQL endpoints and uses a different vocabulary for its statistics.

Hogan et al. have conducted an empirical study to investigate the conformance of
linked data sources with 14 different linked data principles [6]. Among others, the au-
thors analyzed how different class terms and property terms of vocabularies are re-used
and mixed by the linked data providers. As metric, the authors apply the number of
unique namespaces used by the respective data providers and provide a ranked list in
terms of top-5 and bottom-5 data providers. Detailed investigations about the correla-
tion of class terms and property terms of different (or the same) vocabularies are out
of scope of their work. In a similar fashion, Bizer et al. have analyzed the LOD cloud
for its compliance with the Linked Data principle using nine different criteria. They
provide statistics such as the LOD cloud diagram or the inter-linkage of the datasets in
the LOD cloud.4

3 The SchemEX Index as Basis for the Analysis

The purpose of SchemEX [7,8] is to link schematic information to data sources which
provide resources conforming to this schema. Data sources are, e.g., static RDF docu-
ments and SPARQL endpoints [5]. The central concepts of SchemEX are Typeclusters
(TC) and Equivalence classes (EQC). A TC contains all data sources which provide
resources conforming to a well defined set of types/classes. The EQC divide the data
sources in each TC into disjoint subsets, defined by the set of properties the instances
have and in which TC the object of the triple lies. An overview of the information
contained in a SchemEX index is shown in Figure 1.

It is important to notice that data sources can occur in several TC or EQC as they
typically describe more than one and – in particular – different kinds of resources. How-
ever, different occurrences of a data source conform to different (in particular disjoint)
sets of resources.

Noteworthy about SchemEX is, that it can be computed very efficiently and for large
datasets using a stream-based approach. In this case, the analytical component is operat-

2 https://github.com/cygri/make-void last visit 22 June 2012
3 http://rdfstats.sourceforge.net/ last visit 22 June 2012
4 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/
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Figure 1. SchemEX index structure with three layers leveraging RDF typings and property sets

ing in a single pass fashion over a set of RDF triples. By using a windowing technique,
it is possible to obtain a very accurate schema of the processed data using commodity
hardware. However, the windowing technique entails a certain loss of schema informa-
tion. The extent of this loss has been analyzed in detail in [7]. We will however look
at the impact the loss has on the analysis performed in this paper by computing and
comparing our metrics on a smaller dataset once for a lossless generated schema and
once on a schema produced in the stream-based approach.

4 Probabilistic Schema Model and Metrics

Schema information on the LOD cloud can be provided explicitly by the use of RDF
type properties. There are no (practical) boundaries to the number of types that can
be attached to a resource. In practice, we can observe resources which have no type
as well as resources with several hundred types. In addition, schema information can
be provided implicitly by the properties used to describe a resource. These properties
connect one resource to another resource or a literal value. In this way, they describe the
type of a resource by its relations. Again, it is possible to observe resources which have
no relation (beyond a type description) as well as resources with hundreds of properties.

The goal of the analysis in this paper is to measure and quantify the correlation
between explicit schema information given by RDF types and implicit schema infor-
mation provided by the used properties. To this end, in Section 4.1 we first introduce
a probabilistic model for the occurrence of types and properties of resources. This al-
lows us to measure the information contained in a schema based on types, properties or
both. In order to do so, we apply different metrics such as entropy of marginal distribu-
tions, conditional entropy and mutual information in Section 4.2. Finally, we estimate
the probabilities for the appearance of specific types and properties for the case of our
SchemEX index in Section 4.3. These estimations are used as basis for our computa-
tions and analyses of linked open data in Section 5.
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4.1 A Probabilistic Distribution for Types and Properties

We are interested in two observations about the resources on the LOD cloud: their types
and their properties. To be more specific, we are interested in combinations of types
and combinations of properties. A particular combination of types is a set of types at-
tached to a resource. The space of all possible combinations therefore is the power set
P(Classes) of all class types in the data. While the power set itself is a huge set, we can
actually restrict ourself to the subset TS ⊂ P(Classes) of actually observed combina-
tions of RDF types in the LOD cloud. For a given resource, we can now observe t ∈ TS
which corresponds to a set of types (e.g., the set {foaf:Person,dbpedia:Politician}).

Likewise, the properties observed for a resource is a combination of all pos-
sible properties. Accordingly here we deal with an element from the power set
P(Properties) of all observed properties. Again, we only need to consider the
subset PS of actually occurred property sets. For an individual resource, we ob-
serve r ∈ PS which corresponds to a set of its properties5 (e.g., the set
{foaf:familyName, foaf:givenName,dbpedia:spouse}).

To model the joint distribution of type sets and property sets, we introduce two
random variables T and R. These take as values the elements in TS and PS, respec-
tively. Both random variables are of discrete nature and their joint distribution can be
characterized by:

P (T = t, R = r) = p(t, r) (1)

Where p(t, r) is the probability for a randomly chosen resource to observe the con-
crete set t of attached types and the set r of properties. Based on this joint distribution,
we can also identify the marginal distributions of T and R:

P (T = t) =
∑
r∈R

p(t, r) , P (R = r) =
∑
t∈T

p(t, r) (2)

4.2 Metrics of Interest

For analyzing the LOD cloud, we are interested in several characteristics of the joint
distribution P (T,R) introduced above. The main questions that we want to answer are:

(a) How much information is encoded in the type set or property set of a resource on a
global scale?

(b) How much information is still contained in the properties, once we know the types
of a resource?

(c) How much information is still contained in the types, once we know the properties
of a resource?

(d) To which degree can one information (either properties or types) explain the re-
spective other?

5 Please note, we use the letter r for sets of properties (inspired by the term relation), as p will
be used to denote probabilities.
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To answer these questions, we introduce appropriate metrics that can be applied
to compute the joint distribution of type sets and property sets. All our metrics are
based on the entropy of probabilistic distributions [12], the standard concept to measure
information.

Entropy of the Marginal Distributions: To answer the question of (a) how much
information is encoded in the type or property set of a resource, we need to look at the
marginal distributions. These provide us with the probability of a certain resource to
show a particular set of types or properties. The entropy of the marginal distributions of
T and R is defined as:

H(T ) = −
∑
t∈T

P (T = t) · log2 (P (T = t)) (3)

H(R) = −
∑
r∈R

P (R = r) · log2 (P (R = r)) (4)

The values H(T ) and H(R) give us an idea of how much information is encoded
in the sets of types or properties of the resources. A higher value corresponds to more
information, which in turn means that the sets of types or sets of properties appear more
equally likely. To be more concrete: a value of 0 indicates that there is no information
contained. For instance, a value of H(T ) = 0 would indicate that all resources have
exactly the same set of types (likewise for H(R) = 0). A maximal value, instead, is
reached when the distribution is an equal distribution, i.e., each set of types or properties
is equally likely. This fact also allows for normalizing the entropy values by:

H0(T ) =
H(T )

HT
max

=
H(T )

log2(|T |)
, H0(R) =

H(R)

HR
max

=
H(R)

log2(|R|)
(5)

The normalized entropy value ranges between 0 and 1 and indicates whether the
distribution is closer to a degenerated or a uniform distribution.

Conditional Entropy: The question (b), how much information is still contained in
the properties, once we know the types of a resource implies a conditional probability
and, thus, a conditional entropy. We have to take a look at the distribution of the prop-
erty sets given that we already know the types of a resource. The entropy in this case
(i.e., the conditional entropy) conveys how much information is still in the additional
observation of the properties. Again, if the set of types perfectly defines the set of prop-
erties to expect, there would be no more information to be gained. Thus, the conditional
entropy would be zero. If, instead, the type was virtually independent from the prop-
erties, we would expect the marginal distribution of the properties and its according
entropy. Formally the conditional entropy for a given type set t is given as:

H(R|T = t) = −
∑
r∈R

P (R = r|T = t) log2 (P (R = r|T = t)) (6)

= −
∑
r∈R

p(t, r)

P (T = t)
log2

(
p(t, r)

P (T = t)

)
(7)
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Equivalently, to answer question (c), the conditional entropy for a given property
set r is:

H(T |R = r) = −
∑
t∈T

P (T = t|R = r) log2 (P (T = t|R = r)) (8)

= −
∑
t∈T

p(t, r)

P (R = r)
log2

(
p(t, r)

P (R = r)

)
(9)

These conditional entropies are fixed to one particular set of types t or set of prop-
erties r. As we are interested in a global insight of a large scale dataset like the LOD
cloud, it is not feasible to look at all the individual observations. Rather we need an
aggregated value.

Expected Conditional Entropy: For the conditional entropy, there is the possibility
of computing the expected conditional entropy H(R|T ) which also takes into consid-
eration the probability to actually observe a certain set of types t. The definition of this
aggregation is:

H(R|T ) =
∑
t∈T

P (T = t)H(R|T = t) (10)

= −
∑
t∈T

∑
r∈R

p(t, r) log2

(
p(t, r)

P (T = t)

)
(11)

And equivalently H(T |R) is for a given set of properties r:

H(T |R) = −
∑
r∈R

∑
t∈T

p(t, r) log2

(
p(t, r)

P (R = r)

)
(12)

Joint Entropy Finally, we will also take a look at the joint entropy of T and R, which
is defined as:

H(T,R) = −
∑
t∈T

∑
r∈R

p(t, r) log2 (p(t, r)) (13)

Mutual Information To finally answer the question of (d) how far one of the
schema information (either properties or types) can explain the respective other, we
employ mutual information (MI) [3]. MI is a metric to capture the joint information
conveyed by two random variables – and thereby their redundancy. The MI of explicit
and implicit schema information of the LOD cloud is defined as:

I(T,R) =
∑
r∈R

∑
t∈T

p(t, r) log2
p(t, r)

P (T = t) · P (R = r)

(14)
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The log expression in this sum, i.e., the expression log2
p(t,r)

P (T=t)·P (R=r) is also
known as pointwise mutual information (PMI). PMI can be explained as the strength
of the correlation of two events, in our case how strongly a given type set and a given
property set are associated with each other.

One characteristics of MI is the open range of its values. A normalization of MI to
the interval [−1, 1] is given in [13] and involves the entropy of the marginal distributions
of T and R. It is defined as

I0(T,R) =
I(T,R)

min (H(T ), H(R))
(15)

4.3 Estimating Probabilities from a SchemEX Index

The information SchemEX [7] provides about typeclusters corresponds to the above no-
tion of types sets in TS. The equivalence classes in SchemEX subdivide the typeclusters
and are defined by the set of properties the triples have as well as the typecluster the
object of triple lies in. Hence, they are more finegrained than the property sets we are
interested in. However, if we aggregate the equivalence classes defined by the same set
of properties over all attached typeclusters, we obtain exactly the property sets PS, we
have introduced above. In this way we can easily construct the set PS from a SchemEX
index.

It is important to notice that each entry in the SchemEX index refers to a distinct
set of resources. Even if some of the resources are actually located in the same data
source. This is provided by the pairwise disjoint character of equivalence classes. In
conclusion, we can treat each entry in the index as a different set of resources, even if it
is actually reflected by the same URL denoting a common data source.

If we denote with DS(t, r) the set of entries in the SchemEX index that correspond
to the resources with types t and properties r, we can estimate the above probability of
observing a resource to have a particular type and property set by:

p̂(t, r) =
|DS(t, r)|

N

Where N is the number of all data sources used to build the SchemEX and |DS(t, r)|
is the number of data sources containing resources with the type set t and the property
set r.

5 Empiric Analysis of Linked Open Data

In the previous section, we have elaborated the metrics to obtain the relevant insights
into the information and redundancy encoded in a LOD schema. Furthermore, we also
provided an approach to harvest the data about the distribution from a SchemEX index
structure. We will now apply this approach to real world data and conduct our analyses.
To this end, we need to conduct several steps: obtain datasets (Section 5.1), compute
the SchemEX index (Section 5.2), and compute the entropies and mutual information
on the schema (Section 5.3). Subsequently, we report and interpret the results.
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Table 1. Schema information obtained from the SchemEX indices over our datasets

TimBL TimBL BTC-500M

Schema construction stream-based lossless stream-based

Size dataset (No. of triples) 11 Mio 11 Mio 500 Mio
No. of type sets 2757 2763 108682
No. of property sets 3838 3753 64520

5.1 Datasets

We use two different datasets for our empiric analysis. As in previous work [8], we
use a smaller data set to compute the schema once with our stream-based approach and
once in lossless approach. This allows for evaluating the impact of the stream-based
schema computation on the employed metrics. This smaller dataset has been crawled
with LDSpider starting at Tim Berner-Lee’s FOAF file. It contains 11 million triples
and – given the starting point of the crawl – we will refer to it as the TimBL dataset.6

As second dataset, we employ the data provided for the Billion Triples Challenge
from 2011.7 Also this dataset has been crawled from the web and, thus, has similar
characteristics. The full BTC 2011 data contains about 2.12 billion triples. While the
computation of the schema on this data is not a problem (thanks to the efficient stream-
based approach briefly described in Section 3), it is not feasible to determine the joint
distribution of type and property combinations on the schema of the full dataset. The
reason behind this is the quadratic complexity arising from the computation of the joint
distribution and metrics like MI. Thus, we have extracted from the BTC2011 dataset
the first 500 million triple for further computations. In the course of this paper, we will
refer to this extract as the BTC-500M dataset.

5.2 Computation of the SchemEX Index

In this step, we could leverage the infrastructure setup for our work in [7]. The schema
for the TimBL dataset as well for the full BTC2011 dataset have been previously com-
puted and are available online. As mentioned above, we were restricted to run our an-
alytics on a subset of the BTC2011 data. We used the same settings as in [7], using a
window size of 50,000 instances for schema extraction. Table 1 gives an overview of
the number of type and property combinations observed in the data.

The observed deviations in the number of type sets and property sets in the TimBL
dataset are due to the lossless or stream-based schema construction. For details on the
computation of the schema, please refer to the literature [8].

5.3 Computation of Entropy and MI

The computation of the relevant metrics is straight forward. The estimates for the prob-
abilities p(t, r) above are central to all the metrics and effectively need only to be ag-

6 Available from: http://west.uni-koblenz.de/schemex
7 Available from: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/projects/btc-2011/
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gregated and normalized accordingly. However, the number of observed type sets and
property sets indicates the number of possible combinations (i.e., |TS| × |PS|). The
pragmatic solution to this quadratic development of combinations is not to compute all
of the probabilities, but only those which actually have a non zero value. This does not
affect the results of the computed metric, as zero probabilities do not affect their overall
values.

6 Results of our Analysis

Table 2. Overview: Entropy and MI in the schemata of the considered datasets

TimBL TimBL BTC-500M

Schema construction stream-based lossless stream-based

Entropy of type sets H(T ) 4.8168 5.0237 6.4941
Normalized entropy of type sets H0(T ) 0.4215 0.4394 0.3882
Entropy of property sets H(R) 5.9574 6.3533 7.6317
Normalized entropy of property sets H0(R) 0.5004 0.5351 0.4777
Conditional entropy, given properties H(T |R) 0.3855 0.3819 0.8225
Conditional entropy, given types H(R|T ) 2.3716 2.3983 2.7305
Joint entropy H(T,R) 6.3429 6.7352 8.4554

Mutual Information I(T,R) 3.5858 3.9550 4.9024
Normalized MI I0(T,R) 0.8026 0.7873 0.7549

Table 2 gives an overview of the computed metrics on the evaluated datasets. We
will now go into details about the single figures.

Entropy in type and property sets: We can observe on both datasets, that the
property sets convey more information than type sets. This fact is reflected also in the
normalized entropy and is therefore independent of the actual number of type sets and
property sets. This corresponds to the property sets being more uniformly distributed
over resources. In Figure 2, we have plotted the distribution of data sources into type
sets (a) and property sets (b).

Conditional Entropies: Looking at the conditional entropies reveals some interest-
ing insights. Recall that the aggregation we chose for the conditional entropy provides
us with the expected entropy, given a certain type set or property set. We can see in
Table 2 that the entropy given a property set is far lower than given a type set. In con-
clusion: knowing the properties of a resource already tells us a lot about the type of the
resource, as the entropy of the conditional distribution can be expected to be quite low.
On the contrary, when knowing the type of a resource the entropy of the distribution
of the property sets can be expected to be still relatively high (when compared to the
entropy of the marginal distribution).

Mutual Information: Finally, the value of the normalized MI gives us insights
how much one information (either properties or types) explains the respective other. On
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Figure 2. Distributions of data sources in type sets and property sets in the BTC-500M dataset.

the larger BTC-500M dataset, we observe a normalized MI of 75.49%. Accordingly,
extracting only type or only property information from LOD can already explain a quite
large share of the contained information. However, given our observations a significant
part of the schema information is encoded also in the respective other part.

Regarding PMI, we have analyzed which values occur for the observed type sets
and property sets. Figure 3 shows a plot of how the normalized PMI values are dis-
tributed. This shows that in general we can observe a positive correlation between the
observed8 type sets and property sets. For many combinations, we can even see that the
correlation is quite high. We can also observe some spikes which indicate that some
levels of correlation are more typical than others.

Figure 3. Distributions of PMI values.

7 Discussion of the Results

Before interpreting our results, we need to look at the comparison of the stream-based
and the lossless schema construction on the TimBL dataset. As in previous work, we

8 We omitted the calculation of unobserved combinations which would technically amount for
a high peak at -1 but does not really provide us with the insights we are seeking here.
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can see that even though the stream-based schema extraction does make some mistake,
the deviations are minimal. Given that the stream-based approach allows us to analyze
a much larger dataset and, thus, to have a more reliable sample for estimating the joint
distribution of type sets and property sets. The small tradeoff in accuracy of the com-
puted stream-based vs. lossless schema is justified.

The observations we have made on the larger BTC-500M dataset provide us with
some interesting insights into the form and structure of schema information on the LOD
cloud. First of all, the distribution of type sets and property sets have a relatively high
entropy. We can conclude that the structure of the data is not dominated by a few combi-
nations of types or properties. Accordingly for the extraction of schematic information,
we cannot reduce the schema to a small and fixed structure but need to consider the
wide variety of type and property information. Otherwise the schema would loose too
much information.

A second observation is the dependency between types and properties. The condi-
tional entropy reveals that the properties of a resource tell much more about its type than
the other way around. This observation is interesting for various applications. For in-
stance, suggesting a data engineer the types of a resource based on the already modeled
properties seems quite promising. However, suggesting or predicting the set of proper-
ties for a given type is a much harder task. We assume that this observation can also
be seen as an evidence that property information on the LOD cloud actually considers
implicit or explicit agreements about the domain and range of the according property.

The observation on the conditional entropies is interesting in particular also with
the measured MI in the schema. As type set or property set information can explain
for about 75% of the total information in the schema, this motivates the potential of
building a schema only over one of these two types. Given further, that the properties
show stronger implications for the types, a schema based solely on property informa-
tion seems a reasonable approach. However, this approach entails a significant loss of
schema information and its applicability depends on the concrete scenario.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have conducted an in depth analysis of schema information on Linked
Open Data. In particular, we have addressed the question of correlation between the
types of resources and their properties. Based on the schema derived from 11 Million
triples of a dataset crawled starting with TB Lee’s FOAF profile and 500 Million triples
taken from the BTC 2011 challenge, we have computed various entropy metrics as
well as mutual information. In conclusion, we observe a reasonably high correlation
between the types and properties attached to resources. As more detailed conclusion,
we can derive that the properties of a resource are rather indicative for the type the
resource. In the other direction, the indication is less strong.

As future work, we plan to deepen these insights and incorporate the obtained
deeper understanding into various applications. Therefore, we will look into the de-
tails of the conditional distributions for given type sets and property sets. In this way,
we might identify which sets of types and properties allow for highly precise predic-
tions of the respective other schema information. On the application side, we plan to
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use the gained insights for various purposes: index compression and index correction
for SchemEX as well as the detection of schema patterns that are stable enough – and
thereby suitable – for constructing an API for accessing LOD resources.
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